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Studio address :
B5, River Side,
Sultanat Society,
North Main Road (opposite Lane 5)
Koregaon Park,
411001 Pune, India

World travelled, Italian artist Shola Carletti, who has settled in Pune, India, paints captivating abstracts in soothing
as well as striking colours. Some of the colours appear like a glassy glaze as she works with customized pigments
that are a blend of industrial paints and resin. She works with Art Galleries and often teams up with architect and
interior designers from India and UAE. She has her own art studio in Koregaon Park, Pune, India.

“

Research, in the sense of experimenting, was always a powerful drive for
me… searching for new and unusual
paths in life as well as in arts. The several layers technique that I use in my
paintings is an example of my research
for new materials… and then comes the
mixing… the trials, the mistakes, until I
reach a formula that is right for me…
and then I start all over again! Every
time the empty white canvas is a challenge to step a little onward, to seek
for something new inside of me to be
brought on canvas.
Shola Carletti

Solo Exhibitions:

Events:

2015 - “I am no longer an artist” - Jehangir Art Gallery, Mumbai, India
2013 - “Gold Digger” - Art & Soul Gallery, Mumbai, India
2013 - “Good Omens” - Art2Day Gallery, Pune, India
2012 - “SIGNS” - Art Positive Gallery, Delhi, India
2011 - “Gravity” - Art & Soul Gallery, Mumbai, India
2011 - “In Wonder” - Tilting Gallery, Pune, India
2010 - “Entita” - Prakrit Art Gallery Chennai, India
2010 - “The 5 Elements” - Art Gallery, Pune, India
2009 - “Embracing Diversity” - Art & Soul Gallery, Mumbai, India
2007 - “The Zen Stick!” - Sanskrity, Pune, India
2007 - “Silence in between colors” - Olive Beach, Bangalore,
2003 - “Pittura/Scultura” - Novalis, Pesaro, Italy

2015 - “PERONI” - Delhi, Bangalore, Pune, Mumbai
2011 - “HeARTbeat” - Ark Gallery, Pune, India
2010 - “Zest for life!” - Radisson, Pune

Selected Group Exhibitions:
2017 - “Speed of Light” - Jehangir Gallery, Mumbai
2016 - “Art for Concern” - Delhi
2016 - “Art for Concern” - Gurgaon, India
2016 - “Colours” - ArtLand, Mumbai, India
2016 - “Art For Concern” - Pune, India
2016 - “Art For Concern” - Gurgaon, India
2016 - “Art For Concern” - Delhi, India
2015 - “Art For Concern” - O Hotel, Pune, Maharashtra, India
2015 - “In The Twilight” - Art&Soul, Mumbai, Maharashtra, India
2014 - “Soul Sante” - Tilting Art Gallery, Pune, Maharashtra, India
2014 - “Art For Concern” - Mumbai, Maharashtra, India
2014 - “Accessibly Yours” - Samsara Art, Either Or, Pune, Maharashtra, India
2014 - “Art Spotting” - Art Positive, Lado Sarai, Delhi, India
2014 - “Colours” - ArtLand, Mumbai, India
2014 - “Celebrating Womanhood” - Tilting Gallery, Pune, India
2014 - “Pink Filly” - Art&Soul, Mumbai, India”
2013 - “Equal Wings” - Tilting Gallery, Pune, India
2012 - “Flash” - Ark Gallery, Pune, India
2012 - “Connecting Women, Inspiring Futures” - Tilting Gallery, Pune, India
2011 - “Color” - Artland Gallery, Mumbai
2010 - “Colors 2010” - Artlandindia, Mumbai
2010 - “Journey V” - Art & Soul Gallery, Mumbai, India
2010 - “Songs of sorrow, songs of joy” - Sparrow, Mumbai
2010 - “The power of 5” - Tradition Art, Mumbai
2010 - “Color Conclave” - Artland Gallery, Mumbai
2010 - “Fusion” - Alliance Francaise, Delhi
2010 - “Open House” - Samsara Art Gallery, Delhi
2010 - “Functional Art” - Tradition Art Gallery, Mumbai
2010 - “Poetry In Frames” - Alliance Francaise, Delhi
2008 - “The Park Hotel” - Bangalore
2008 - “Mondo Arte Gallery” - Mall of the Emirates - Dubai
2006 - “Art for Peace Sala del Consiglio Provinciale” - Pesaro Italy
2004 - “Centro per I’Arte Contemporanea “II Conventino”” - Italy

Selected Aquisitions:
GVJ Taj Santacruz - Mumbai
Design Showroom Poltrona Frau - Mumbai
Mövenpick Hotel Jumeirah Beach, - Dubai
Soma Enterprises - Hyderabad
INDOFIL Industries - Mumbai
Centro per I’Arte Contemporanea “II Conventino” - Italy
The Leela Palace - Chennai
ARA Properties - Pune
Mahalaxmi Infra Projects Ltd. - Pune
JW Marriott - Dubai
JW Marriott - Baku, Azerbaijan
Ritz Carlton - Bangalore

Art Fairs:
2016 - “World Art Dubai” - Dubai
2016 - “Global Art Fair” - Dubai
2015 - “World Art Dubai” - Dubai
2014 - “Art Fair” - Dubai
2012 - “India Art Festival” - Mumbai, India

Auctions:
2015 - “CSA Art Auction” - NSCI Worli, Mumbai
2015 - “Live Life Love Life” - Cancer Fund Raiser - Westin, Pune
2014 - “Art Loot - Burgundy Events” - Tao Art Gallery, Mumbai
2014 - “CSA Art Auction” - Taj Bandra, Mumbai
2013 - “CSA Art Auction” - Taj Bandra, Mumbai
2010 - “Confluence’ with Prakrit Art and Rotary” - Chennai

Award:
2014 - Womens Achievers Awards By Young Environmentalists

Shola often teams up with best architects, interior designers and firms
from India and UAE.

Baku - Sky Villa
of the President of Azerbaijan
Ritz Carlton Hotel - Bangalore

GVK Taj, Santacruz Mumbai, India

Moevempik Hotel, Dubai Marina

Defurn, Mumbai

Shola displays her work in major art galleries
and prestigious interior show-rooms.

One&Only, Bahrain

A striking artwork infuses a space with
beauty and harmony. It often makes the
viewer pause to engage with it and -in
the process- take in the surroundings
the work is displayed in. Thus, it is meaningful to display artwork that is in sync
with its context.

Shola creates works in response to her thoughts and feelings at a
given moment, and also creates site-specific works for clients, designers and architects to bring aesthetics and energy to a space.
Shola feels site-specific works have a definite role to play in enhancing the beauty of interiors as well as giving its residents, employees
and visitors an artwork they can connect with and enjoy.

Ritz Carlton Hotel - Bangalore

Movempik Hotel, Dubai Marina

While the commissioned works are created in keeping with her signature style,
technique and spirit, they are composed in response to the requirements of a
particular space, the display surface and client’s requirement thus making them a
wonderful collaborative synergistic experience for the artist and client.

Baku - Sky Villa of the President of Azerbaijan

GVK Taj, Santacruz Mumbai, India

Shola’s technique of painting typically involves stretching the canvas taut on the floor
and then painting on its. This style of painting, rather than using an easel, allows her to
paint large canvases, up to fifteen feet in height or width. Impressive long vertical works
are ideal for atrium lobbies, of hotels, institutions and offices as they create a dramatic
visual impact and discreetly link the floors of the building.

Private residences

“

“I see birds as spiritual symbols of the Divine. For their
connection to the sky, they have been thought of as a
supernatural link between the heavens and the earth.
They are good omens, the sign that we are in the right
direction.” - Shola

bird on the table

bird on the table

dimension:
technique:
price: 		

dimension:
technique:
price: 		

2’x2’x2’
bronze on wood
rs 1,20,000/-

2’x4’x2’
bronze on wood
rs 1,40,000/-

“
title: in wonder
stand size: 5’ x 2’ x 2’
tecnique: fiber glass statue
and wooden stand

title: Tree Cabinet
tecnique: wood and brass sculpture

“Shola is a being who activates her
senses and experiences life in full,
it’s up and down have enriched the
canvas of her soul, leading her from
creating strong expressive works to
a subtle flow of almost minimalistic
expression in her new series in gold.
As Piet Mondrian said: ”The position
of an artist is humble. He is essentialy a channel.”
Neena Shahani, Curator

Shola is often featured with her work in national and
international art and interiors magazines.
October 2017

Thanks!
Please get in touch to receive an updated list of paintings
available, or to visit the studio in Pune.

